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INTRODUCTION
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Fig. 2. The granitic block used in the experiments. Water
pools were previously installed on the vertical sides and top of
the block in order to ensure the saturation of the block and to
stabilize the hydraulic head on the vertical faces.

• Synthetic Ni-labeled Montmorillonite
(Fig. 3)

• Reactive tracers: Sr,
85

152

Eu

• Colloid analysis by Laser Induced
Breakdown Detection (LIBD) at KITINE in Karlsruhe and Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy (PCS)
• Radioactivity analysis:
- Liquiq scintilation counting
		 (Hidex 300SL)
- Tl activated NaI crystal
		 (1480 Wizard 3’’)
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Fig. 6. Mean colloid size as a function of time. The squares
represent Ni-mont. colloids in Allard and the circles in Grimsel
water simulant.

Fig. 4. Breakthrough of the fluoresceine can be seen in the
right part of the fracture marked with red circles.

RESULTS
The breakthrough locations of the out flowing
tracer determined with fluoresceine and
photography are shown in Fig. 4.
Several tracer experiments conducted with
conservative tracers ensured that the flow
conditions were stable. Good reproducibility
was obtained with the different type of the
tracers (Fig. 5).
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• Grimsel Groundwater (I = 1.2 mM)
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• Determination of fracture flow properties
using conservative tracers: Fluoresceine,
Amino-G, HTO and 36Cl
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Fig. 1. Colloid/radionuclide and host rock interaction.
(EU/BELBaR/T. Schäfer)

• Kuru Grey Granite Block (Fig. 2)
- Main minerals: Potassium feldspar
		 (36 %), quartz (35 %), plagioclase
		 (21 %), amphibole and micas (8 %)
- Natural water conducting fracture 			
		 0.9x0.94 m intersected by nine vertical
		 boreholes equipped with injection or 		
		 sealing packers
- Tracer collection from the outer 				
		 vertical boundary of the block
- Main flow channel 0.75 m, channel
		 width 0.06 m and aperture 0.65 mm
- Flow velocity 50 μl/min
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Fig. 3. The Ni-labeled montmorillonite synthesised
at KIT-INE. [1]

EXPERIMENTAL
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In Finland, the repository for spent nuclear
fuel (SNF) will be excavated at a depth of
about 500 meters in the fractured crystalline
bedrock. Bentonite clay is assumed to be
a potential source of colloids which could
enhance the migration of radionuclides.
The collective processes of the rock matrix,
bentonite colloids and radionuclides (Fig. 1)
are important to investigate to assess the
relevance of bentonite colloids regarding
the safety disposal of SNF. The objective
was to study bentonite colloid – radionuclide
interaction in a block scale experiment, which
provides an intermediate stage between
laboratory and in-situ experiments.

4.2 mM Allard and 1.2 mM Grimsel water.
The difference in the ionic strength is rather
small but it still affects the colloid stability
significantly.
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Fig. 5. The breakthrough curves of different conservative
tracers with the water flow rate of 50 μl/min.

Mean particle diameters of Ni-labeled
Montmorillonite colloids in Allard and Grimsel
water simulant are shown in Fig. 6. A clear
difference can be seen in the colloid size in

In the flow experiments no breakthrough of
152
Eu or Ni-labeled Montmorillonite colloids
were detected in Allard water. Allard water in
the fracture was changed to Grimsel water
simulant.
Although, a lot of Grimsel water simulant
was pumped through the fracture prior
the new colloid experiments, no colloid
breakthrough was obtained due to saline
water remaining in the fracture.
Although separate batch experiments
showed that 152Eu was adsorbed on Nilabeled Montmorillonite colloids in Grimsel
water conditions indicating that instable
colloids were the reason for 152Eu retardation.

CONCLUSIONS
The ionic strength of the water simulant had
a significant influence on the stability and
mobility of the montmorillonite colloids and
thus on their ability to carry radionuclides.
The main uncertainties remain in the
quantification of colloids under more realistic
repository conditions. At saline conditions,
like at the Finnish repository site in Olkiluoto,
the colloids are unstable and therefore do not
affect the radionuclide transport. However,
the possible scenario of glacial melt water
intrusion may still have to take into account.
Repeatable breakthroughs were obtained
with the conservative tracers, which provides
a good base for the further experiments.
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